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Abstract

Models with multiple equilibria are a popular way to explain currency attacks. Morris and
Shin (1998) have shown that, in the context of those models, unique equilibria may prevail
once noisy private information is introduced. In this paper, we apply the method of Morris
and Shin to a broader class of probability distributions and show—using the technique of
iterated elimination of dominated strategies—that their results continue to hold, even if we
allow for sunspots and individual uncertainty about strategic behavior of other agents. We
provide a clear exposition of the logic of this model and we analyze the impact of
transparency on the probability of a speculative attack. For the case of uniform distribution
of noisy signals, we show that increased transparency of government policy reduces the
likelihood of attacks.
   2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1 . Introduction

Recent experience seems to confirm the impression that currency crises,
triggered by speculative attacks, are an inevitable characteristic of fixed exchange
rate regimes. Within the economics profession there is, however, a strong
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controversy about the causes and nature of such attacks. Panglossian economists
like to argue that they are ultimately driven by weak fundamentals. In this view,
such attacks should be welcomed: By attacking when fundamentals are weak,
speculation imposes the market discipline required to correct an unsustainable

1policy regime of fixed exchange rates.
On the other hand, countries suffering from such attacks usually like to blame

irresponsible speculators: They claim that attacks of greedy international capitalists
forced the defeat of their otherwise intrinsically sound economies. Recently, the
latter view has found theoretical support by work of Obstfeld (1996) demon-
strating that multiple equilibria may prevail under fixed exchange rate regimes: If
everybody believes that a currency peg can be sustained, nobody dares to attack,
and so the rate indeed stays fixed. On the other hand, if speculators believe that
devaluation is likely to occur, they are inclined to attack, and this attack will
trigger the devaluation. Under multiple equilibria expectations are self-fulfilling.
As Obstfeld shows, fundamentals play some role for the occurrence of multiple
equilibria: If fundamentals are really bad (below some critical minimum levelu )

]
the fixed rate can never be sustained, similarly, if the fundamentals are really good

¯(above some critical levelu ), an attack will be unrewarding. But there is an
¯intermediate range of fundamentalsu ,u ,u for which both ‘attack’ and ‘no

]
attack’ are Nash equilibria.

The trouble with indeterminate equilibria is that the outbreak of an attack
appears to be completely arbitrary: A sudden change in mood, caused by some
unrelated event (such as a sunspot) can trigger the attack, as long as all speculators
align with the sunspot—that is, as long as it is common knowledge that all agents
coordinate their expectations after observing the fundamentals (and possibly some
sunspot variable). Thus, there exists a continuum of equilibria with self fulfilling
beliefs. The fate of the economy seems to be in the hands of arbitrary expectations
of speculators—irrespective of the soundness of policy variables. There is no
reason why an attempt to guide speculators’ expectations to the good equilibrium
should be successful.

This view has come under attack recently by Fukao (1994) and Morris and Shin
(1998, 1999a). Building upon a theory of global games, developed by Carlsson
and van Damme (1993a,b), they show that the indeterminacy of equilibria can be
completely removed, once small uncertainty of agents about the true fundamentals
is introduced. More precisely, it turns out that there is a unique switching point
u * $u : If fundamentals are worse thanu *, there will be an attack with probability

]
one. There will be no speculative attack when fundamentals are better thanu *.
While Fukao (1994) and Morris and Shin (1998) assume that fundamentals and
signals have a distribution with limited support and Morris and Shin (1999a)
assume a normal distribution, we show that their method is applicable to a broader
class of probability distributions.

1See Krugman (1979) for the first model of speculative attacks with a unique equilibrium.
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The additional uncertainty introduced by noisy private information about
fundamentals, rather than worsening the multiplicity problem, is sufficient to
eliminate all indeterminacy—at first sight a paradoxical result. When agents get
such noisy signals, common knowledge about the state of the economy no longer
exists. Thus, there is no longer a correlating device on which agents can orientate
their attacks. Even if agents have relatively precise information about the
fundamental state and can deduce that reward from a successful attack would pay
off transaction costs, they cannot be sure how many other agents get such signals.
Hence, the success of an attack seems uncertain to them. Now, agents have to
compare potential gains and losses from success or failure of an attack. This
imposes an additional equilibrium condition that did not exist under perfect
information. Depending on the signals’ distribution, it may eliminate all but one
equilibrium. In the paper, we present detailed intuition for this result and for the
conditions under which there is a unique equilibrium

Lack of common knowledge is the driving force for the results in Morris and
Shin. Therefore, one may doubt whether uniqueness still holds when all agents can
commonly observe an additional variable. Such a variable, which may be
uncorrelated with fundamentals (pure sunspots) or correlated (think of financial
news), might serve as a correlating device for expectations and so substitute
common knowledge of fundamentals. We show that the introduction of sunspots
does not restore multiplicity of equilibria. It is not the lack of a correlating device
per se, but the uncertainty about other agents’ information that causes the
additional equilibrium condition. This view is supported by recent findings of
Frankel et al. (2000) who analyze robustness of these equilibria with respect to the
noise structure and Hellwig (2000) who shows that public information leads to
commonp-beliefs that are responsible for the possibility of multiple equilibria.

In general, there are two kinds of uncertainty: Uncertainty about the fundamen-
tals of the economy and strategic uncertainty about the behavior of other agents.
Strategic uncertainty is a Knightian uncertainty to which we cannot assign any
probabilities. In Nash equilibria, strategic uncertainty is assumed away: All agents
are assumed to know the strategies of all other agents. One way to model strategic
uncertainty is to consider a-posteriori equilibria (Aumann, 1974) or rationalizable
expectations as they have been called by Bernheim (1984) and Guesnerie (1992).
Those are equilibria that can be inferred from the model by assuming rationality
alone without imposing any further restrictions on beliefs. Rationalizable expecta-
tions equilibria (REE) are ascertained by iterated elimination of dominated

2strategies. In general, the set of REE exceeds the set of Nash equilibria. While
there is a continuum of Nash and REE under perfect information, we show that
with uncertainty about fundamentals, equilibrium may be unique even if we allow
for uncertainty about others’ strategies.

2This procedure has first been described by Morgenstern (1935). Brandenburger (1992) gives an
overview over its relation to other equilibrium concepts and their decision theoretic foundations.
Heinemann (1997) analyzes the close relationship to sunspot equilibria.
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A crucial issue in the policy discussion about currency attacks is transparency.
Often, it is claimed that a more transparent policy (giving more precise in-
formation about fundamentals) will lead to a better outcome. The notion of
transparency, however, is rarely made precise. In the paper we show that, for a
specific example, increased transparency of government policy will indeed reduce
the likelihood of attacks. Following Cukiermann and Meltzer (1986), Faust and
Svensson (2001), and Illing (1998) we model transparency in the following way:
For all states, increased transparency reduces the noisiness of private signals (the
more transparent government policy, the more precise private agents can infer the
fundamentals from their information).

For a specific example with a unique equilibrium (the case of uniform
distribution of states and signals), we analyze how transparency affects the
outburst of speculative attacks. A more transparent policy turns out to reduce the
range of fundamentals under which speculative attacks occur. We show that the
switching pointu * increases when policy becomes less transparent: The lower
transparency, the higher the likelihood of an attack. An intransparent policy may

¯even trigger attacks when fundamentals are really good (u * .u ).
This extends the analysis of Heinemann (2000) who corrects a faulty expression

in Morris and Shin (1998) and shows in which way the probability of attacks
depends on the critical mass needed for success when fundamentals are fairly
transparent to all market participants.

In the next section, we present a generalized version of Morris and Shin. Section
3 solves the model using the technique of iterated elimination of dominated
strategies. Our proof shows that the solution does not change even if we introduce
sunspots and uncertainty about the behavior of other agents. In Section 4 we give
an intuitive and graphical explanation of the results and show under which
conditions multiple equilibria may arise. In Section 5 we analyze the impact of
transparency on the probability of a speculative attack. For the case of uniform
distribution of state and signals, we show that increased transparency helps to
reduce the probability of attacks. Section 6 concludes this paper and gives an
outlook on future research.

2 . A model of speculative attacks

Using essentially the same set up as Morris and Shin (1998), we now lay out a
generalized version of their model. As in Obstfeld (1996), the fundamentals of the
economy are characterized by some random parameteru [R that determines the
shadow exchange rate. There is a continuum of agentsi [ [0,1] who decide
independently whether or not to attack the currency. An attack is associated with
transaction costst . 0. Each agent has one unit of capital. If the amount of capital
engaged in a speculative attack exceeds a critical massa(u ), the government finds
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it advantageous to devaluate its currency towards the shadow exchange rate, the
attack is successful and each attacking agent obtains a rewardR(u ).

There is a functiona:R→ [0,1] that assigns to each state of the world the
proportion of attacking agents necessary for an attack to be successful. We assume
that a is continuous and non-decreasing and there is au [R with a(u )5 0 if and

]
only if u #u. If u ,u fundamentals are weak, and the currency must be devaluated

] ]
anyway. A speculative attack would be successful, even if undertaken by only one
single agent, giving him a reward (net of transaction costs)R(u )2 t.

R(u ) is a non-increasing function inu : The better the fundamentals, the smaller
the devaluation and the lower the return of an attack. Furthermore, we assume that

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯R(u ).0 for all u, there exists a uniqueu [R with R(u )5 t, andu ,u. If u .u,
]

the fundamentals of the economy are so sound, that a speculative attack would
never pay off, even if all agents would attack the currency.
u [R is a random variable not known to the agents. Each agent observes a

iprivate signalx [R that is random as well. The common distribution of stateu
iand signals (x ) is common knowledge among agents.i[[0,1]

i i iLet h(u ) be the marginal density ofu andg (x uu ) the conditional density ofx
igivenu. We assume that for allu the conditional distributions of signalsx uu are

identical and independent of each other with finite variance and expected value,
i i i i j i i i ji.e. g (x uu )5 g(x uu )5 g(x uu,x ) and E(x uu ),Var(x uu )[R for all u,x ,x , and for

all j ± i.
i iThe cumulative distribution ofx given u is denoted byG(x uu ). We assume

i ithat ≠G /≠u , 0 for all x andu with 0,G(x uu ), 1, i.e. a better state leads to a
i 3smaller proportion of speculators getting signals worse than any fixedx . In

iaddition, we assume thatG(x uu ) approaches one [zero] foru → 2` [ 1`] for
ieach finitex . Similarly, we assume that conditional cumulative distribution ofu

i i i igiven signalx , denoted byH(u u x ) decreases inx whenever 0,H(u u x ), 1.
This says that posterior probability for the state being worse than any givenu

idecreases if the signal gets better. Both assumptions imply thatx and u are
positively correlated. They characterize the kind of signals that we consider here.
Uniform and normal distributions as in Morris and Shin (1998, 1999a) fulfil these
requirements.

Agents must decide on whether to attack the currency or not. An individual
istrategy is a functionp :R→ h0,1j with the interpretation that agenti attacks the

i i icurrency after getting signalx if p (x )51. If all agents get the same signalx, a
fraction

1

i
p(x)5E p (x) di (1)

0

3 iAnother way to express this assumption is saying that the conditional distribution ofx uu
istochastically dominates that ofx uu 9 if u 9,u.
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will attack the currency. If the fundamental state isu, a fraction

s(u,p)5E p(x) g(xuu ) dx (2)
R

will attack with probability one, because signals are independent.

A(p)5 hu u s(u,p)$ a(u )j (3)

is the event where attacks are successful with probability one. The expected payoff
iof an attack for an agent who gets signalx is

i iu(x ,p)5 E R(u ) h(u ux ) du 2 t. (4)
A(p )

It is crucial for applying private information as a selection device that there are
‘bad’ [‘good’] states at which attacking [non-attacking] is a dominant strategy.
Morris and Shin (1998) assume limited support of the signal’s distribution. But, it
is sufficient to assume that the expected payoff of an attack, provided that none of
the other agents follows the attack, is positive for some signals while the expected
payoff of an attack by all speculators is negative for some other signals. Formally,

¯we assume that there exist signalsx,x [R, such that
]

u
]

u(x,0)5E R(u ) h(u u x) du 2 t 50 (5)
] ]

2`

and
1`

¯ ¯u(x,1)5E R(u ) h(u u x ) du 2 t 5 0. (6)
2`

i iAs will be shown in Appendix A at the end of the paper,u(x ,0) andu(x ,1) are
i idecreasing inx . Thus attacking is a dominant strategy for all signalsx ,x, while

]i ¯non-attacking is dominant forx . x.

3 . Rationalizable attacks

We solve the model by assuming rationality, common knowledge of the game,
and mutual knowledge of rationality. We do not assume that agents know the
strategies of each other. We adopt the method of iterated elimination of dominated
strategies that yields the set of rationalizable expectations equilibria. This includes
all Nash equilibria but also all a-posteriori or sunspot equilibria. We get the same
condition for uniqueness that has been obtained by Morris and Shin (1998, 1999a)
for special distributions. Thus, their result is robust, even if sunspots as a
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correlating device or differing subjective beliefs about the strategies of other
4players are considered . It is one intriguing feature of this game that it has a

unique rationalizable expectations equilibrium under fairly general conditions
when there is uncertainty about fundamentals while there is a continuum of Nash
equilibria under perfect information.

Rationality requires the agents not to play a dominated strategy. Agents who
receive signals belowx will attack the currency, agents who receive signals above

]
x̄ will not. An agent who knows the game and knows that other players are rational
and know the game as well, can deduce that none of them will play a dominated
strategy. The expected payoff of an attacking agent rises with the probability of
success. Success is more likely, the more agents attack at any given distribution of
private signals. Hence, the worst [best] strategy an attacking agent must fear [can
hope for] to be played by her colleagues isI [I ], where I is defined by¯x x k

]

1 if x , kI (x)5H . (7)k 0 if x $ k

If all agents play strategyI then all agents getting signals belowk will attack thek

currency. Thus,

k

s(u,I )5E g(xuu ) dx 5G(kuu ). (8)k

2`

Since a(u ) is increasing from zero atu and G(kuu ) is non-increasing inu and
]ˆranges from 1 to 0, there is a uniqueu(k)$u, defined by

]

ˆ ˆ ˆu(k)5 suphu u a(u )5 s(u,I )j (9)k

such that

ˆA(I )5 (2`,u(k)]. (10)k

The expected payoff to an attacking agenti when others play strategyI is givenk

by

û(k)

i iu(x ,I )5 E R(u ) h(u u x ) du 2 t. (11)k

2`

After eliminating all dominated strategies, it unambiguously pays to attack the
i icurrency whenu(x ,I ).0, it does not pay to attack whenu(x ,I ), 0. As will be¯x x

]

4This can also be shown by application of a result by Milgrom and Roberts (1990), who proved that
for supermodular games as ours the sets of pure Nash equilibria and rationalizable strategies have
identical bounds.
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i ishown in Appendix A, u(x ,I ) is decreasing inx . Hence, there are unique valuesk
1 1¯ ¯x ,x [ (x,x ) for which

] ]

1 1¯u(x ,I )5 0 and u(x ,I )5 0, (12)¯x x] ]

and we may eliminate all strategies that assign a positive fraction of non-attackers
1 1¯to signals belowx or a positive fraction of attackers to signals abovex .

] n n¯Now we are ready to define stepn . 1 of the iterative processx ,x [R by
]

n n¯u(x ,I )5 0 and u(x ,I )50. (13)n21 n21¯x x] ]

Given that agents are rational and rationality is mutual knowledge, strategies
i n i n¯with p (x), 1 for x ,x or p (x). 0 for x . x are inconsistent withn-order

]
knowledge of the game. Common knowledge takes the process to its limit. Define
` n ` n¯ ¯x 5 lim x and x 5 lim x .

] n→` ] n→`n n21 n n21¯ ¯Becausex $x and x # x for all n, the limit points are given by
] ]

` `¯x 5 infhx u u(x,I )50j and x 5 suphx u u(x,I )5 0j. (14)x x]

Sinceu(x,I ) is decreasing inx, strategy combinations in which all agents playk

I or in which all agents playI are Nash equilibria. Thus, we have multiple` `¯x x
] ` `¯equilibria if x , x .

] ` `¯On the other hand, ifx 5 x 5 x*, a rationalizable expectations equilibrium is
]

a strategy profile with

1 if x , x*i
p (x)5H (15)0 if x . x*

for all i. Agents who get signalx* are indifferent between attacking and
ˆnon-attacking. But they have mass zero with probability one.u * 5u(x*) is the

threshold of the fundamental state up to [above] which a currency attack will occur
with probability one [zero], i.e. in all equilibriaA(p)5 (2`,u *].

If u(x,I ) is decreasing inx, there can only be one pointx* at whichx

u(x*,I )5 0, so that there is a unique threshold as described above. These resultsx*

are in line with Morris and Shin (1998, 1999a), who proved thatu(x,I ) isx
idecreasing inx if g(x uu ) andh(u ) are either uniform distributions or normal with a

isufficiently small variance Var(x uu ). But note that the influence ofx on u via I isx

positive and may exceed the negativepartial derivative≠u /≠x. In Section 4 we
attempt an illustration of this case.

Suppose now, that we have yet another random variables [R which is
iindependent fromu and x and commonly observable. It may be viewed at as

sunspots. We have shown that the iterated elimination of dominated strategies may
lead to a unique thresholdu * for all rationalizable expectations equilibria. This
threshold cannot depend on sunspots. To see why, think of agents who observe a

i˜certain realization ofs. Now, a strategy is a functionp(s,x )[ h0,1j that assigns
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one of the two possible actions to each combination of sunspots and individual
signal. A dominated strategy remains dominated for all realizations ofs.
Therefore, we can eliminate all strategies that assign positive probability to agents

¯who do [not] attack for some sunspots when they get a signal abovex [below x].
]

The iterated elimination can be pursued just the same way as before and leads to
the same switching pointx* for eachs. Hence, sunspots can only matter for agents
who get signalx* which is a proportion of mass zero with probability one. Thus,
u * is independent ofs.

` `¯If x , x , we have multiple Nash equilibria. It is well known that multiplicity
]

of Nash equilibria is sufficient for the existence of equilibria in which sunspots
matter. SinceI and I are equilibrium strategies, we can construct a sunspot` `¯x x

]
equilibrium easily by defining

i ¯I (x ) if s , s`xi ]p̃(s,x )5H i ¯I (x ) if s $ s`x̄

¯for some arbitrary number of sunspotss. Rationalizable expectations allow even
for a wider variety of strategies. Since strategies are not known by other agents,
some agents might playI while others playI .` `¯x x

]
Whatever combination of strategies is played, the ones that have been

eliminated can neither occur in sunspot equilibria, nor under rationalizable
expectations. So, the worst combination of strategies for the currency threatened
by attack isI , the most harmless isI and the set of states at which an attack` `x̄ x

] ` `ˆ ˆ ¯must be expected for some equilibria but not for others is given byu(x ),u(x ) .s g
]

4 . Uniqueness versus multiplicity

In this section we give an intuitive and graphic explanation why there may be a
unique equilibrium under uncertainty about fundamentals. We also explain under
which conditions there are multiple equilibria.

Let us first describe Nash equilibria under perfect information. For any
¯fundamental stateu [ (u,u ) it pays to attack if and only if a sufficient proportion

]
of speculatorsa(u )[ [0,1] follows the attack. There are two possible equilibrium
outcomes associated with each of these states: attack or no attack. Since the
fundamental state is common knowledge, either all agents or none will attack the
currency. In equilibrium an attack is always successful. Thus, agents do not need
to compare the potential reward from a successful attack with the potential loss

¯from an attack that would fail. Even for relatively good states, close tou, where
rewards are rather low compared to transactions costs, agents may attack the
currency.

The situation changes dramatically if there is uncertainty aboutu. Given that
there are some states at which attacking and some others at which non-attacking is
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a dominant strategy, there must be states at which the success of an attack is
uncertain. At those states agents have to weigh potential gains and losses in the
two events that an attack succeeds or fails. This imposes an additional equilibrium
condition that did not exist in the perfect information case.

¯ ¯Consider a state close tox. Many agents will receive a signal abovex for which
non-attacking is a dominant action. They will not attack. Agents who receive

¯signals belowx expect many others to get signals above, so they attach a high
probability to failure and abstain from attacking too, even if they expected a
reward in the case of success. In equilibrium switching points, rewards of an attack
weighted with the probability of success must equal the expected losses in the case
of failure.

Because of strategic complementarities, equilibrium strategies will always be
icutoff-strategiesI , where agents attack ifx , k and do not attack for higherk

signals. Fig. 1 shows the unique Nash equilibrium for the case analyzed by Morris
and Shin (1998) and Heinemann (2000), where stateu has uniform distribution in

ithe relevant area and signalsx are uniformly distributed in [u 2e,u 1e ].
Suppose all agents play cutoff-strategyI and consider an agenti receiving thex*

iswitching signalx*. Since conditional distribution ofu given x is uniform, the
agent attaches equal weight to all fundamental states within [x* 2e,x* 1e ]. At
any stateu, individual signals are dispersed in (u 2 e,u 1e). In the extreme case
whereu 5 x* 2e, almost all agents will receive signals belowx* and attack. The

Fig. 1. Equilibrium switching signalx* and thresholdu *.
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proportion of attacking agents iss(x* 2e,I )5 1. In the other extreme case wherex*

u 5 x* 1e, almost all agents get signals abovex* and will not attack, s(x* 1
e,I )5 0. At the intermediate states, the proportion of attacking agents fallsx*

linearly. Attacks will succeed whenever this proportion exceedsa(u ). This
happens, wheneveru is smaller thanu * given by the intersection ofs(u,I ) withx*

a(u ). The conditional probability of this event, given signalx*, is 12 a(u *).
The agent weights expected return under success against expected loss under

failure. For the marginal attacker, who gets signalx*, expected return under
u *successe R(u ) du 2 t, weighted with probability 12 a(u *) (area A in Fig. 1)x*2e

equals losst weighted with the probability of failurea(u *) (areaB). The additional
equilibrium condition says that the marginal attacker is indifferent to an attack,
A5B.

If uncertainty shrinks to almost zero by reducing the variance of private signals,
the additional equilibrium condition converges to the equality of gains and losses
atu *, each weighted with posterior probability ofu being higher or lower thanu *.

¯*Heinemann (2000) shows thatu * approachesu [ (u,u ) uniquely defined by0 ]

* *R(u ) (12 a(u ))5 t (16)0 0

The l.h.s. of Eq. (16) are the gains from successful attacks weighted with the
probability of success, which is 12 a, t are the costs that have to be borne with
certainty. Frankel et al. (2000) prove that in the limit, as the noise of individual
signals vanishes, the equilibrium is unique and does not depend on the structure of
uncertainty. So, the limit case is surprisingly robust with respect to different
shapes in the distribution of states and signals.

If the noise of individual signals is large, these results do not apply and the set
of equilibria may depend on the noise structure. As proven by Morris and Shin
(1998), for uniform distributions of states and signals,u(x,I ) is falling monotoni-x

cally in x and hence, there is always a unique equilibrium. Fig. 2 illustrates why:
1. Suppose all agents play strategyI . The marginal attacker, who gets signalx*

x* is indifferent to attack, becauseA5B.
2. Suppose all agents play a strategyI with x , x*. Here, the criticalx 11

proportiona(u ) is smaller than atx* and hence, the probability of success is larger.
In addition, the reward from a successful attackR(u ) is bigger than atx*. Both
effects raise the expected gains of an attack.C.D and hence, agents with signal
x strictly prefer to attack. Switching atx is no equilibrium.1 1

3. Suppose all agents play a strategyI with x . x*. Here, a(u ) is bigger thanx 22

at x* and the probability of success is smaller. The reward from a successful attack
R(u ) decreases. Both effects lower expected gains of an attack.E,F and agents
with signal x should better not attack. Switching atx is no equilibrium, either.2 2

It is obvious that there can only be one equilibrium under the distributional
presumptions made in Fig. 2. This gives an intuitive insight that may be
misleading once we allow for more general distributions. Morris and Shin (1999b)
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Fig. 2. Unique equilibrium for uniform distributions of state and signals.

analyze a normal distribution for state and signals. They demonstrate thatu(x,I )x

may be rising inx and multiple equilibria may exist if the variance associated with
G(xuu ) is big enough. Reason is that the prior expectationE(u ) is common
knowledge. Posterior expectation of agents is a weighted average of this prior
expectation and their private signals. The larger the variance of private signals, the
less informative they are, and the more will posterior expectation be dominated by
the prior. This leads to a higher degree of common beliefs that eventually allows
for multiple equilibria.

In Fig. 3 we illustrate such a case with multiple equilibria. After observing a
signal, an agent updates initial beliefs about the fundamental. If the signal is low,
conditional density ofu shifts to the left, whereas it shifts to the right for high
signals. The more precise the signal, the stronger this shift. With decreasing
precision of the signal, the agent attaches more and more weight to the prior
(unconditional) densityh(u ) relative to the signal itself. The larger the signals’
dispersion, the less moves conditional density ofu given signalx relative to the
signal itself. In the extreme case where the signal is completely unrelated tou, the
conditional density equals the unconditional one. So inevitably with high disper-
sion, conditional probability of the state being worse than the signal rises with
better signals:H(xux),H(x9ux9). As signals are distributed aroundu, the con-
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Fig. 3. Multiple equilibria may arise if the distribution ofu is not uniform.

ditional probability of other agents’ signals being smaller than one’s own also
increases with better signals.

Compare the case, where all agents play strategyI , with that of all agentsx

playing I , wherex , x9. The probability that an agent with signalx attaches tox9

other agents observing worse signals than her own is smaller than the probability
that an agent with the higher signalx9 attaches to others having signals belowx9.
If a(u ) is not growing too fast, the probability of an attack being successful, given
strategiesI and signalx is lower than the probability of success, givenI andx x9

ˆ ˆsignal x9, i.e. H(u(x)ux),H(u(x9)ux9).
If R(u ) is not falling too fast, the expected gains from attacking at signalx9,

given that others playI , exceed those gains atx, given that others playI . That isx9 x

u(x,I ), u(x9,I ).x x9

Now choose transaction costst, such thatu(x,I ),0, u(x9,I ). Then there mustx x9
` `¯be equilibrium switching points likex , x andx . x9. Hence, we have multiple

]
equilibria with different thresholds.

From Fig. 3 and the description above, it is clear that uniqueness is easier to get
the smaller dispersion of signals or the steeper functionsa and R. u(x,I ) wouldx

unambiguously increase inx if both a andR were constant. Risinga and fallingR
dampen this effect and will eventually reverse it. But as long as botha andR are
relatively flat,u can still be increasing. The dampening effects work in two ways:
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The steeper the reward functionR, the larger is the direct negative effect≠u /≠x.
ˆAn increase in the hurdlea( ? ) works in a more subtle way. It shiftsu(x) to the left

relative tox. This reduces the probability of attacks being successful and so tends
to reduce expected rewards.

On the other hand, ifa and R are both constant then for any reasonable
distribution there is an interval in whichu(x,I ) is rising in x. If, in addition, thex

distribution ofu is about symmetric and peaks around the levels where currency
attacks are to be expected from the values ofa, R and t, then there are multiple
equilibria whenever there is considerable dispersion in private information.

5 . Transparency

In the wake of the Asian crisis, much attention has been paid to the question
how policy should be designed to make speculative attacks more difficult.
Frequently, based on models with multiple equilibria, it is argued that policy
should help to coordinate expectations such that they are guided to the ‘good’
(non-attacking) equilibrium. Since within such models, expectations are rather
arbitrary and there is no reason why sunspot events triggering a crisis should be
related to policy variables, such reasoning is rather ad hoc. In sunspot models,
there is no lack of coordination of expectations, and so it is hard to see why
increased coordination should be able to improve upon the outcome.

As a response to the Asian crisis, international policy makers recently favor a
different route: They suggest that increased transparency could help to avoid
speculative crashes and, simultaneously, make sure that unsustainable pegs will be

5corrected in good time. In this section we analyze to what extent the model set up
in the last sections can shed light on this issue. In order to do that, we have to
make precise the notion of transparency. Along the route suggested by work on
monetary policy, such as Cukiermann and Meltzer (1986), Faust and Svensson
(2001) and Illing (1998), transparency is modeled in the following way: Higher
transparency of government policy increases the precision of private signals. The
more transparent the policy, the better private agents can infer the fundamentals
from their information.

In the model, government is informed about the fundamentalsu and observes
the proportions(u,p) of all agents attacking. Ifs(u,p)$ a(u ), the currency will be
devalued. Government cannot convey information about the true state to the
public, and so private agents receive only noisy signals. But by committing to a
more transparent policy (e.g. allowing access to information by outside observers
such as independent rating agencies), the noise in private signals can be reduced.
We assume that government can commit in advance to pursue an information

5See, for instance, recent calls by IMF (1998a,b) and BIS (1998, 2001) for more transparency.
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policy with a given degree of transparency. Thus, increased transparency reduces
the noisiness of private signals in all states.

The results presented in the last section suggest that higher transparency in the
sense modeled here may indeed help to reduce market uncertainty and so reduce
incentives for speculative attacks: Multiplicity of equilibria is less likely the higher
the precision of private signals. But here, we are interested in a more specific
question: Can higher transparency help to reduce the probability of attacks even if
equilibrium is unique? In order to focus on this issue, we concentrate on the case
of uniform distributions of fundamentals and signals. For that specific case, we
show that the unique equilibrium thresholdu * grows with growing variance of
private information. The probability of a speculative attack is lower, the smaller
the variance of private signals. Transparency, in the sense that the government
commits to provide private information with small dispersion at all states, helps to
avoid multiple equilibria and, given that the equilibrium is unique and probabilities
are well defined, it minimizes the probability of speculative attacks.

iAssume that the fundamental stateu and private signalsx have uniform
distributions, such that

1 i i
i ] if x 2e #u # x 1eh(u u x )5 (17)2eH

0 otherwise

and

1 i
i ] if u 2 e # x #u 1eg(x uu )5 (18)2eH

0 otherwise

This is the case for which Morris and Shin (1998) prove a unique equilibrium with
ˆan associated switching pointx* and a thresholdu * 5u(x*) characterized by two

equations:
u *

1
]u(x*,I )5 E R(u ) du 2 t 50, (19)x* 2e

x*2e

x* 2u * 1e
]]]]s(u *,I )5 5 a(u *). (20)x* 2e

Total differentiation of Eqs. (19) and (20) and rearranging terms yields

du * (1 2 a(u *)) R(x* 2e)2 t
]] ]]]]]]]]]]]5 2 . (21)de R(x* 2e)2R(u *) 1 2ea9(u *)R(x* 2e)

Next, we show that 0# du * /de # 2. SinceR is positive and non-increasing, the
denominator is positive. The numerator is positive if and only if

t , (12 a(u *)) R(x* 2e) (22)
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SupposeR is constant around equilibrium. Then Eqs. (19) and (20) imply
12 a(u *) 5 t /R. Thresholdu * is determined by this equation and independent of
e. Switching pointx* shifts upwards [downwards] accordingly ifa(u *) . [ , ]1 /2.
So if R is constant, transparency has no effect on the probability of speculative
attacks.

Now, supposeR9,0. Equilibrium condition (19) implies

u * u *

1 1 u * 2 x* 1e
] ] ]]]]E R(u ) du 5 t , E R(x* 2e) du 5 R(x* 2e). (23)2e 2e 2e

x*2e x*2e

Using Eq. (20), we find that (u * 2 x* 1e) /2e 512 a(u *), so t , (12
a(u *)) R(x* 2e). Hence≠u * / ≠e .0 and transparency decreases the probability of
speculative attacks.

By the same logic, it can be seen that

u *

1
]t . E R(u *) du 5 (12 a(u *)) R(u *), (24)2e

x*2e

which is sufficient for ≠u * / ≠e #2. This shows that the effect of increasing
dispersion of private information onu * is in the order ofe itself.

The increasing effect of information dispersion on the probability of a
speculative attack is illustrated in Fig. 4. If dispersion increases frome to e , the1 2

equilibrium switching pointx* must adjust in a way that gains from those
additional states where attacks are successful (on the left margin of [x* 2e,x* 1e ])
equal losses from additional states in which attacks fail (on the right margin of this
interval). If x* would adjust in a way such thatu * remained constant (see Fig. 4)
then expected gains from an attack given signalx* would exceed expected losses.
Because ofR9,0, additional rewards on the left margin are ever increasing, while
additional losses are always of the same magnitudet. Hence, an attack atx* is
promising, and the equilibrium switching point has to move further up and drags
u * in the same direction. This effect vanishes ifR is constant.

An increase in the conditional variance ofu given some signalx puts a larger
weight on states that are further left and, givenR9, 0, associated with higher
gains from successful attacks. Higher weight on states to the right does not change
the expected payoff of an attack, because losses from a failed attack (transaction
costs) are constant.

If dispersion of individual signalse shrinks to almost zero, thresholdu *
*approachesu as defined by Eq. (16). On the other hand, if dispersione is large,0

¯thresholdu * may even exceedu which has been the upper bound on Nash
equilibria under perfect information.

Sinceu is the information on which the government’s decisions are based, these
results give us a first hint on how transparency might influence the probability of
speculative attacks. Assuming uniform distribution andR9,0 we find thatu *
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Fig. 4. Growing dispersion in private information increasesu *. Areas A andB are of equal size, so that
x* and u * are the equilibrium switching point and threshold for signals distributed uniformly in ane1

surrounding of the true state. If dispersion is increased toe and strategies are adjusted toI , such that˜2 x

the threshold remainsu *, then expected gains are given byA1C 1E and exceed expected losses
B 1D by the triangular areaE.

rises with rising variance of individual information aboutu. Transparent policy
may reduce the dispersion of individual informationat all states, i.e. the variance
of g( ? uu ) for all u. This lowersu * and thus, reduces the probability of speculative
attacks.

Put around, our result can be used to argue that an increase in speculators
uncertainty may trigger a currency crises. Suppose the state of the economy is at

¯*some pointu [ (u ,u ). Increasing dispersione raises the equilibrium threshold0

u *(e), up to which currency attacks will be successful. Eventually,u *(e) exceedsu
and the amount of capital involved in speculation becomes so big that the
government must abandon the peg. A loss in trust and reliability of private
information can cause an attack.

We assumed that the government can commit to a specific information policy
that guarantees rather precise information at all states. In bad states the govern-
ment might have an incentive to provide distorted information. However, if the
government tries to cover up bad states and spreads good news pretending the
economy is sound, then agents know that good signals are unreliable. They adjust
conditional expectations for this effect and attack at signals where they had not
attacked if their information was more reliable. In order to avoid attacks, the
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government must provide even better news. Our results call for institutional
arrangements by which the government commits itself to transparency and ties its
hands not to give in to shortsighted temptations. One way to resolve the problem
of time inconsistency might be arrangements that give independent and reliable
outside observers access to undistorted information and the right to monitor
monetary policy.

Morris and Shin (1998) claim that without common knowledge, speculative
attacks may be triggered even though everyone knows that fundamentals are
sound. They conclude that public announcements restoring common knowledge
stabilize the market. This interpretation may be misleading. With common

¯knowledge, a range of fundamental states (u,u ] exists, for which an attack occurs
]

at some equilibria but fails to come about at others. If dispersion of individual
*information approaches zero, the unique equilibrium thresholdu is in the interior0

of this interval. Thus, a public announcement that restores common knowledge of
*fundamentals opens the way for attacks at states aboveu and may, instead of0

preventing it, even trigger an attack.
Transparency in the sense that common knowledge is restored, as advocated by

Morris and Shin, makes the onset of a currency crisis unpredictable. It may
*prevent crises in relatively bad states in (u,u ), where they would happen with0]

probability one if the states were not common knowledge. But common knowl-
¯*edge bears the danger that a crisis occurs at relatively good states in (u ,u ) at0

which it could be prevented by an information policy that reveals fundamentals as
precisely as possible, but stops short of common knowledge.

6 . Conclusion and outlook on future research

Building up on a reduced game developed by Morris and Shin (1998) to model
currency attacks under noisy private information, we have proven that the set of
fundamental states for which currency attacks occur in some equilibria but not in
others is robust against the introduction of sunspots and diverse beliefs about
strategic behavior. Using the technique of iterated elimination of dominated
strategies, the paper characterized conditions under which equilibrium is unique
when agents receive noisy information about fundamentals. The noise in the
signals imposes an additional equilibrium condition which—for specific dis-
tributions—leads to a unique outcome, whereas multiple equilibria prevail under
common knowledge about fundamentals. In particular, the condition for unique-
ness of equilibrium is the same whether Nash or rationalizable expectations
equilibria are considered.

For a specific example, we showed that increased transparency reduces the
probability of speculative attacks. It would be rash, however, to conclude from the
model that policy should unambiguously aim for more transparency.
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First, we should note that this result does depend on the assumption of uniform
distributions. For the case of normal distributions of state and signals, Morris and
Shin (1999b) have shown that withR950 a decreasing variance of private signals
may shift thresholdu * in either direction. Our result stems fromR9, 0. However,
the effect described by Morris and Shin (1999b) might locally dominate ours.
Thus, a decreasing variance of private signals need not monotonically reduce the
probability of speculative attacks.

Second, our notion of transparency is a low variance in private information. In
order to minimize the likelihood of speculative attacks the government should
provide the best possible private information but avoid common knowledge,
because the latter bears the danger of multiple equilibria. However, public
announcements are common knowledge, and it is an open question how precise
private information can be provided without becoming common knowledge. This
is an important topic for future research. One way to achieve this might be giving
everybody reliable information on request without announcing it publicly. Then,
speculators can never be certain that other agents have the same information at any
given moment. Public announcements could be less precise, so that high degrees
of common beliefs are avoided. Another way might be a decentralized approach:
Suppose, there are several sources of excellent but costly information. If each
agent uses at least one of these sources, their information is rather precise. But, the
probability that two agents use exactly the same sources is sufficiently small to
prevent the high degree of common beliefs that is necessary for multiple equilibria.
With precise private information and a low degree of common believes there is a
unique equilibrium with a low probability for speculative attacks.

Third, it is an open question how government could commit to transparency. In
the model,u represents the government’s information about fundamentals. It may
have strong incentives to misrepresent and distort information in some states,
whereas it may be inclined to give very precise signals for other states. In general,
the authority may wish to minimizeu * by choosingg, which may be interpreted
as information policy of the government. This optimization might lead to different

iconditional variances ofx for different statesu. The result of such an optimization
problem depends on various assumptions about the shape of the functions used
here, and the optimization problem itself is plagued by the multiplicity of
equilibrium strategies for some information policies. In addition one should
consider rational expectations about information policy. A more general analysis
of optimal information policy is a promising task for future research.

Fourth, the model is not suitable to answer the question under what conditions
speculative attacks should indeed be prevented. Based on Krugman (1979), the
single objective of the government is to prevent currency attacks. The better the
fundamentals, the more resources are available to defend the currency and the
higher the hurdle for a successful attack. Both an increase in transactions costs
(such as a Tobin tax) and the imposition of capital controls will reduce the
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likelihood of attacks. The model can be seen as a reduced form without specifying
government objectives explicitly. Preventing attacks may not necessarily be good
for the economy. When fundamentals are bad enough, a surrender of an
unsustainable peg could be welfare improving. Obstfeld (1996) gave an explicit
structure modeling government objectives. To analyse welfare implications of
transparency by introducing lack of common knowledge in such a set up could be
a promising extension of the current analysis.
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A ppendix A

First, we show thatu(x,I ) is decreasing inx for all k. Since R(u ) is non-k
21increasing inu, we can define an ‘inverse’ functionR ( p):5 suphu u R(u )$ pj,

and then we have

û(k)

u(x,I )5 E R(u ) h(u u x) du 2 t. (A.1)k

2`

R(2`)

21ˆ ˆ5R(u(k)) H(u(k) u x)1 E H(R (y) u x) dy 2 t. (A.2)
ˆR(u(k))

From this we get

R(2`)
21ˆ≠H(u(k) u x) ≠H(R (y) u x)≠u ˆ] ]]]] ]]]]5R(u(k)) 1 E dy. (A.3)

≠x ≠x ≠x
ˆR(u(k))

SinceR( ? ).0 andH( ? ux) is decreasing inx whenever 0,H ,1, this derivative
is negative foru( ? ). 2 t.
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]Now, consideru(x,0) andu(x,1) as defined by Eqs. (5) and (6). Here, we can
] ˆuse the same argument if we replaceu(k) by u and`, respectively.

]
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